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SOUND/ACTION PARADIGMS IN MULTIMEDIA 

Summary 
A basic set of terms and models are deve- 
loped to describe a range of possible 
sound-actron models. Mention is made of 
how existing technologres could serve to 
implement these models. 

Thus paper present some ideas for thinkrng about paradrgms of 
sound in multrmedia. I will begin by defining a few of the 
terms that I am going to use so their meanings won’t be equi- 
vocal... 

I lake to differentiate between local and networked multimedia. 
For example, CD-ROMs and kiosks are local multimedia, mea- 
nrng they run on a single computer, in contrast to the world 
wade web, which comprises distributed informatron, and is 
subject to a more stringent set of constraints in how it can 
look and sound Networked multimedia IS typically characteri- 
zed by a client/server model - the viewer is usually In the role 
of a client making requests for information from servers con- 
nected to the network. Although streaming data technologies 
are beginning to emulate what is possrble with local multime- 
dia, the predominant experience is still based on a transaction- 
al model. 

I will also be using the term agent, a term borrowed from artr- 
facial intellrgence, in order to represent some krnd of software 
program that IS trying to act within the confines of a some 
limited form of intelligence, by which I mean It, at a minimum, 
has some basic mnemonic and decrsion-making abrlrties. 

I will treat the agent as a black box, the innards of which will 
be left deliberately vague, although I will make some sugge- 
stions about how implementations might be made using exis- 
trng technology. 

I will also be differentiating between primary/secondary, and 
srmple/complex, In the context of controllable aural parame- 
ters. I take a primary sonic or aural parameter to mean a para- 
meter that controls something about a sound directly-its pitch, 
amplitude. etc...-and a secondary parameter to mean a para- 
meter that affects an abstraction or representation of a sound 
such as style or density. By a simple sound-action, I mean 
changing one parameter at a time versus a complex sound- 
action that changes more than one parameter srmultaneously. 

Thus paper is really about interactive sound/action paradigms, 
and concentrates mostly on networked multimedia, where the 
challenges are more srgnrfrcant, at present, than in local multi- 
media. 

There will always be many uses for non-Interactive sound 
paradigms in multimedra. Using a background soundtrack, deli- 
vering Information by voice are all effectrve ways to set a 
mood or convey essential Information. What is less clear IS 
what the possrbrlities for interactive sound/actron paradigms 
might include, and what perceptual ramifications might ensue. 

I begin by extending the most obvious and naive interactive 
sound paradigm - what might be called ‘response feedback’. 
simple a direct mapprng between some kind of action 
(whether triggered by a user or an internal process within the 

This mrght be represented, more generally as a set-based 
model. By set-based, I mean that it regards sounds as atomic 
objects, rather than as a continuous stream, although this drs- 
tinction is not as mutually exclusive as It might appear. 

So, more generally we have what really amounts to a mapping 
of two sets: 

Notice that each action IS mapped to exactly one sound, and a 
sound can be mapped to any number of actions. Sounds in 
this model might be extremely simple and functional such as 
sounds that get the user’s attention, or to indicate success or 
failure. 

Some things to note about this model are that the amount of 
Information conveyed by an action is very small - usually lust a 
message such as “I’m a button and I was clicked” or ‘I’m a 
orocess who IS done’. 

This model also makes use of a single perceptual phenomena 
- rernforcement. For simple purposes, reinforcement IS useful 
in extending the dissemination of rnformation to the audrtory 
sense. For complex purposes, in which there are repeated 
actions or excessively many actions or sounds, the brarn 
quickly finds a repeated association banal and repetitious In 
the case of too many actrons and sounds, one has difficulty 
remembering which sound meant what. 

Certainly, more complex and more musical extensions of thus 
model are not always warranted to improve the quality of a 
presentation. However, there are cases in which a presenta- 
non might benefit from a more musrcal treatment of sounds or 
might make use of highly complex informatron, aspects of 
which might be apprehended by an aural representation of 
data. Thus aural representation might convey patterns or struc- 
tures In a different way than purely visual information. 

Sonfrcation is the name given to rendering data aurally (often 
in conjunction with a visual representation). NCSA-the 
National Center for Supercomputrng Applicatrons, for example, 
has employed sonrfrcatron In weather representations 3-d 
sound and other complex parametrization of sound IS incre- 
asing employed by researchers in large-scale virtual reality 
environments such as the Cave, and in srtuations such as pilo- 
ting or medicine where presenting rapid and useful feedback 
aurally IS useful because the visual sense is presumably preoc- 
cupied. 

What I propose to do at this point is to add one lrttle prece, an 
agent, to thus basic model (and its stream-based equivalent) 
and develop a basic set of opposrtions that can charactenze 
these models, albeit in a non-hierarchical way. For each of the 
models I will present, I will comment briefly on how they 
might be Implemented, using the technologies whrch seems 
to be changing substantrally month to month. 

The Insertion of an agent into the picture amounts to makrng 
the more relatronshrp between a single actron and a single 
sound less overt, A repeated action mrght trrgger different 
sounds, a sequence of actions in a certain context mrght lead 
to a unique result. Of course, this scheme mrght easily result 
In aural confusion, but what we are lookrng at is what happens 
when a successful case emerges. 

That is, assuming it IS possible to construct a suitable agent, 
what might this model have to offer above and beyond the 
naive model? 

The data structure or message format of an “action’ forms the 
basis for what the agent has to work with. At present, most 



real-trme actions In multrmedia contain very little information. 
Hypertext Irnks, for example, which form the basis of world 
wide web navrgatron, only offer one piece of information, a 
destrnatron page. In another paper, entrtled Beyond Hypertext, 
I explore this subject In more detarl. For the purposes of this 
paper, I will mentron a few examples of some information that 
actions might include. 

One example IS categoncal rnformation hrerarchres - If my 
basic message was “Fred” I might include the categories Fred 
belongs too - race, gender, income. If actions communicate 
information about categories, the agent can derive more 
general inferences about what someone is interested in, or try 
to develop connections and patterns. 

Another example is temporal and historical information - if my 
action IS a mouseUp message on a word In the midst of a 
tract on 18th century French economics, it might also be use- 
ful to know how long the page was being viewed, how fast, 
what the sequence of pages the user followed to get to this 
pornt, or how many times the viewer has chosen to look at 
thus page. 

In addrtron to discrete Information, actions can also send a 
contrnuous stream of rnformatron -the most common examp- 
le IS the position of the cursor or other input devices. 

It seems inevitable that actions WIII grow more complex as 
multimedia technology evolves - if only driven by corporate 
and marketing Interests to glean as much information as pos- 
sible. The interactrve paradigms of music right now are primiti- 
ve and although they certainly might remain so, it seems likely 
that people will explore and attempt to develop more complex 
paradigms. Should the right outstandrng examples and chan- 
nels of drssemrnatron combine, some kind of Kuhnsran para- 
drgm shaft in thus area might feasibly occur. 

It IS worth noting that certain technologres can often impose a 
stream-based or set-based way of thinking. 

For example, Quicktime 2.5 can play MIDI information (which 
IS essentrally stream-based) but it Imposes the set-based idea 
of a movie - hence each sound must be loaded as a set. 
Shockwave’s audio capabrlities are similar. Most streaming 
audio currently avarlable (such as RealAudio and LiveWire) 
relies on the server first loading a complete sound file and 
then sending it, lrttle provrsron is made for modifying what is 
being sent. Thus, the server side of most networked 
clrent/server models imposes a set-based methodology even 
when the client is stream-based. 

A purely stream-based server/client model would most lrkely 
utrllze MIDI. Part of the difficulty, of course, IS that clients are 
usually freely available whereas server technologies are most 
often proprietary and expensive. When stream-based servers 
for MIDI or other sound abstractrons are developed, their 
widespread acceptance is always predrcated, to an extent, on 
their marketing niche 

Havtng a MIDI stream-based server (In whrch data IS created 
rather than read from a file), makes it easy to change many 
music parameters about the music berng transmitted. 
Depending on the client, the sound itself (that IS, the timbre) 
can be changed Many computer music research centers such 
as CNMAT In Berkeley and the Audio Development Group of 
NCSA have working client/server models in which the client 
directly synthesizes sound using FM synthesis or some other 
sample and fast synthesis method. In these cases, the messa- 
ge format uses some proprietary format. Ideally, one might 
conceive of a synthesis engine that runs on a computer that 
can produce a musrcally diverse and comprehensive set of 
timbres and controllable parameters while, at the same time, 

accommodating some degree of standardization 

The trade-off in the above dilemma is that, whrle IS not compli- 
cated to extend the computer’s abilrty to generate a wide 
range of electronic sound within the context of networked 
multimedia, the ability to play real-world sounds remains drffr- 
cult. It remains an obvious mrlestone to shoot for, driven by 
the urge to have networked multrmedia match the qualrty of 
local multrmedra This does contribute to thinking about how 
close we could be to having reasonable synthesized sound 
Although there are certainly moments in which vocal and 
sampled sound are desrrable, the tools of synthesized sound 
are not even available to a widespread public. The release of 
QurckXme 2.5 with its built-in synthesized Instruments is one 
of the frrst such tools, another is the Crescendo Netscape 
plug-In. Both of these use MIDI, probably because it is public, 
free, and standardized. 

A major Issue that conditions the whole notion of the server 
loading a sound file and sending it IS that it does not seem 
possible for a server to send sampled data in such a way that 
the server IS actively modifying, resynthesizing, mrxrng the 
sounds (here local multimedia has made some significant 
improvements in the last few years- just look at the sound 
manrpulations taking place in the You Don’t Know Jack CD- 
ROM). 

Sending raw high-qualrty sound would require about 170 
k/set, or compressed with a 8.1 ratio 22k/sec, whereas the 
28.8 modem or the 56-128 fractional-T1 users that compnse a 
large portron of the audience for the next few years average 
between 3 and 7k/sec. It remains to be seen just how tolera- 
ble compression ratios above 16:l will be, and if some hard- 
ware sound decoding device, such as MPEG2, will become a 
standard. 

To cite another possible example, one might construct a client 
samplrng instrument (either in JAVA or as a browser plug-in) to 
which a short sample could be sent followed by instructions 
to loop, change pitch, change the envelope, reverse the samp- 
le, much in the same way that hardware samplers work. Thus 
approach could be developed to allow some musical treat- 
ment of sampled sounds with a reasonable amount of trans- 
mitted Information - one large burst, followed by much smaller 
messages. 

Havrng a server actively operate on sounds pnor to sending 
anything is as much a conceptual hurdle as a technical one- 
thus becomes a form of composrtron and, consequently, will 
take time for people to develop musically successful ways of 
having what amounts to an agent make some basrc musrcal 
decisions. 

It is worth mentioning JAVA In this regard as well, since JAVA 
remains one of the great whrte hopes of raising the level of 
programming in networked multrmedia to the standards set by 
local multimedia. Its promise IS clearly its abrlrty to be hardwa- 
re-independent, as well as the fact that its design seeks to 
make it easy to incorporate graphical and networking functrons 
by encapsulating them in standardized libraries At present, 
however, JAVA still looks and acts primitive. Hrstory has 
shown it often takes the weight of substantial commercial 
software development to produce proprietary interface and 
window toolkit elements (such as those developed by 
Mrcrosoft and Adobe) that rarse the ante for what software 
should look like. 

JAVA at the moment has only the ability for a server to load 
and send a sound file to a client. What It promises, however, 
is the flexrbrlrty to design the behavior of clients to which infor- 
mation can be sent as well as the structure of the information 
to be sent One Important strength of JAVA that could prove 



to be very relevant in the evolutron of sound-action paradrgms 
IS its multrthreaded nature. A thread can be thought of as a 
sub-program that runs concurrently rn Its own space, once it 
has been spawned by another program. A server could use 
threads, for example, to create a program that might process 
some sounds or sound abstractions in the background, while 
continuing to lrsten for clrent requests and whatever else It is 
doing. In essence, thus style encourages parallel thinking 
where drfferent programs handle different things - In a 
clrentlserver envrronment, for example, there could be several 
server threads each of whrch is relating to a client thread Thus 
flexibilrty means it would be possible to create the idea of an 
orchestra of different threads each contnbuting to the overall 
soundscape. 

Some other models to consider include the relationshrp 
between sonrc and visual objects. For example, what If sound 
and visual objects are considered as aspects of one unified 
object? A transition from one visual oblect to another might 
entail a corresponding transition from one related sonic identr- 
ty to another. 

The issue I am Interested in stressrng here is that models like 
this have yet to be explored. Conceptualizing these models as 
abstractrons permits us to make a comprehensrve survey as to 
what possrble models might be, prior to considenng their 
rmplementatrons. Once the range of models has been esta- 
blished. It remains to be seen what the perceptual efficacy of 
the models might be. 

Conceiving of a unified visual and sonrc identity opens up a 
wide range of analogical possibilitres The challenge IS to find 
suitable relationships between primary types of evolutionary 
behavior for visual objects (such as scaling, rotation, color, illu- 
mrnatron, translation, topological distortion) and pnmary (e.g. 
pitch, amplrtude, stereo placement) and secondary (e.g. style, 
density, momentum) musical parameters. It also remains to be 
seen what alternatives there could be to transrtrons based on 
proportional relatronshrps between visual and musrcal or sonic 
parameters. 

Another possibility in the realm of unified visual and sonic 
Identity concerns the Interaction of two such objects, 

In this case, the relatronshrp between visual and sonrc parame- 
ters IS harder to imagrne, governed by modes of Interactive 
behavior rather than a discrete logic of perceptible transition. 
Behaviors-such as personalrty development, conflrct, coopera- 
tion, and rmitatron-which are at times opaque when represen- 
ted musrcally, are readily apprehensible vrsually Psychological 
studres show that people are quick to associate personality 
and psychologrcal archetypes wrth even simple visual shapes 
engaging In basrc behavior patterns MUSIC would most often 
been seen as an ancillary foil to this visual behavior, a role 
which it could choose to accept or challenge. 

Implementing this behavror is possrble In both local and netw- 
orked multimedra using JAVA or Drrector-related software 
JAVA makes it straight forward to create a unified visual-sonic 
object as a single class TypIcally, Interaction would be monrto- 
red by a separate Manager class that watches to see when 
interactron occurs and determrnes how to define the interac- 
tion. Unlike Drrector, JAVA makes It easrer to conceive of drffe- 
rent objects as separate programs running concurrently In 
parallel 

In closing, I should like to make a few comments about the 
drstrnctron between the models I have just presented and the 
naive basic model of response feedback. One way of viewing 
thus distinction IS to view the naive model as essentially deter- 
ministic - that IS. there is lrttle or no ambrgurty about the rela- 
tionship between action and aural response Adding complexr- 

ty to this situatron increases the level of ambrgurty. which IS an 
Important muscal construct that needs to be handled musrcal- 
ly. For example, Leonard Meyer in his work MUSIC, The Arts, 
and Ideas argues that ambiguity is most often used In the rni- 
tral presentatron of a musical idea to extend the horizon of 
potential futural options. Ambigurty IS then diminished as 
definite choices are made, their latent ramifrcatrons realized or 
confronted. At certain moments, when a certarn chorce would 
seem blatantly predictable, ambrgurty might be reintroduced to 
rekindle tensron, establrsh contrast, or begin a source point for 
a new musrcal drrection. 

I have outlined a basrc set of five opposrtrons: 

l sound/unrfred sound-video 
l primary/secondary 
*simple/complex 
*stream-based/set-based 
l atomrc/rnterrelated 

I hope that these might serve a useful taxonomrc and/or 
descriptive purpose One could describe a sound-actron exa- 
mple as having a certain set of these qualrtres-such as interre- 
lated, unified, primary, simple, set-based-which would at least 
provide a clear implementation-Independent descnptron of 
what that sound/action model does. It IS my hope that some 
of these models might inspire people to develop models of 
therr own and to extend the language wrth which they can be 
described.. 




